More craft. Less cruft.

The LISA conference is where IT operations professionals, site reliability engineers, system administrators, architects, software engineers, and researchers come together, discuss, and gain real-world knowledge about designing, building, and maintaining the critical systems of our interconnected world.

LISA15 will feature talks and training from:

- Mikey Dickerson, United States Digital Service
- Nick Feamster, Princeton University
- Matt Harrison, Python/Data Science Trainer, Metasnake
- Elizabeth Joseph, Hewlett-Packard
- Tom Limoncelli, SRE, Stack Exchange, Inc
- Dinah McNutt, Google, Inc
- James Mickens, Harvard University
- Chris Soghoian, American Civil Liberties Union
- John Willis, Docker

Register Today!

Nov. 8 – 13, 2015
Washington, D.C.

usenix.org/lisa15
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